
Thanks, Trevor, since SNAME is offering a series of presentations on some 
options for field development over the year ahead, it seems appropriate to 
start off the season with a talk on decision-making.

I am here today with my colleague, Jeremy Walker, to give you an 
introduction to Quality Decision-Making.  I’ll be slanting the presentation 
toward something that should be near to your hearts… Marine Systems 
Design.
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Since I have taken on a very big scope in a very brief time, I’m doing 
something I have not done in years.  I’ve scripted this presentation… so, I’m 
going to try to stick to the script… please save any questions or comments 
until the end.

This is what we will go over today.  I don’t have time to describe 
how I’ll address each topic here, but you can catch me or Jeremy at the end 
if I don’t cover it all in the next 30mins. [click]
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Decision Frameworks is celebrating its 10th anniversary this year.  It’s at least 
10yrs since Ellen Coopersmith decided to take her knowledge, experience, 
and services outside of Conoco.  Like me, Ellen is an ex-Con… she attended 
some of the first decision-making sessions I led at Conoco… and, was 
thrilled by the opportunity to bring discipline to the decision-making involved 
in the management of exploration, delineation and field development.  Ellen 
became the corporate lead for Decision & Risk Analysis before she left 
Conoco and the rest is history Now Decision Frameworks has a powerfulConoco… and the rest is history.  Now, Decision Frameworks has a powerful 
team of partners and associates… and [click] a global client base.  Please 
note that there are many clients not listed here… including engineering firms 
and professional/trade organizations.
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I “grew up” professionally in an organization where there was a distinct safety 
culture and it paid off… our company was successful and achieved many 
industry milestones with an attitude that safety brought value – not 
unnecessary costs – to the enterprise.

Now, in the business world, I believe it’s time to adopt this philosophy to all 
key business decisions…. so, let’s consider a variant to the opening quote 
[click]

“No important decision is so urgent that it should be done without quality.” 

[click]

Let’s pose some questions (hopefully to keep you thinking and avoid sinking)

Are any of you aware of any decisions made between 2005 & 
2007 that would have been made differently with today’s knowledge?  Is 
there any chance that the decision would have been different if a disciplinedthere any chance that the decision would have been different if a disciplined 
approach had been adopted (even without perfect knowledge)?  Do any of 
today’s business leading decision makers really expect that they can 
avoid accountability?

How many businesses are being paralyzed by leadership’s inability 
to face up to such a cultural change?

How many businesses are losing out now due to inability toHow many businesses are losing out now due to inability to 
face/deal with risk? 

[click] Quality decision-making is achieved by simply adopting rational 
processes that will stand up to audit.

Modern decision supporting software makes it easy to build 
and maintain auditable records. 4



Now, let’s consider some examples of decisions that do clearly benefit from 
rational decision-making processes:  Acquisitions, Exploration & 
Development, Ship/Rig Design 

 I’m sure you can think of many more… like, Employment/hiring/promotions

And, perhaps on a more personal level… Education, houses, cars

Probably no business leaders would suggest that they do not wish to make 
rational decisions… however,… Can they all point to auditable processesrational decisions… however,…  Can they all point to auditable processes 
supporting their recent decisions?
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Of course, occasionally leadership makes mistakes… 

[click  TRAPS] and here are some typical reasons why 
[click]:

 Leadership style (some leaders clearly discourage what could be valuable 
input)

 Over-confidence (some leaders may not seek it)

• Track record [comments about TITANIC’s Capt. Smith]

 Urgency  Herd Mentality [click]

“Everyone’s making money at this and we’re missing the boat!”

Even when leaders encourage rational decision-making processes, efforts 
can fall short.  [click]
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Here are some common traps that stifle those “good intentions”:

Unqualified resources

 Lack of focus & direction

• Process clarity

 Narrow-banding uncertainty/risk 

 Group think

 Bullies / Non-confrontationists
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What is the cost of low quality decisions?What is the cost of low quality decisions? 
[click]

• In extreme cases… loss of the company

• A more insidious effect is underperformance, and

• Lost opportunities

So, what do you gain with high quality 
decision processes? [click]

• Energized teams working from true consensus• Energized teams working from true consensus

• Effective, efficient implementation

• Consistently better choices & results

• [click]

 And, we should be aware that quality , q y
decision-making is not

Avoiding decisions

Avoiding risks

Guaranteeing success 8



Decision & Risk Analysis employs structured methodology, specifically 
designed to incorporate risk, incomplete information and complexity.

The approach weaves facilitation, mathematics and 
organizational behavioral tools together to ensure efficiency and clarity of 
action.

The key features are:

FramingFraming

Analysis

Interaction with the Decision Makers!
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LET’ DISCUSS the STEPS in QualityLET  DISCUSS the STEPS in Quality 
Decision-Making

 FIRST, a leader must recognize that a 
decision(s) should be made( )

• [click]

 AND, initiate a decision supporting process
• [click]

 So, the Decision Support Team can 
perform an interactive evaluation 

• We will go into some detail on the evaluation processes

• [click]

 Finally, leadership must ACT..
• Make the decision

• Implement… and monitor!
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That process can be shown diagrammatically… something like this.
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This chart provides a way to envision the elements of the decision process…

[click] 

VALUES/OBJECTIVES:
Issues that describe your (or your company’s) values, decision criteria, or 
value drivers to be used to make the decision

[click] 

FACTS:FACTS: 
Issues outside of your team/company’s control - the nature of which are 
known (or can be known soon)

[click] 

DECISIONS: 
Issues within your team/company’s control

[click] 

UNCERTAINTIES:
Issues outside of your team/company’s control - the outcome of which is 
unknown

The Team Leader must organize a brainstorming session (or sessions) toThe Team Leader must organize a brainstorming session (or sessions) to 
allow the Team Members to get their issues and perspectives listed.
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Once the Evaluation process is underway, there’s really only 2 steps that 
occupy the Team leader’s thoughts… when she is not interacting with the 
Decision Makers!

 Framing, and

 Analysis

[click]

Of course there are a few steps in these key phases for the Team Leader toOf course, there are a few steps in these key phases for the Team Leader to 
keep track of… Fortunately, DTRIO is designed to help the Leader and her 
Team through each step.

These drawings are actually incorporated within DTRIO as 
progress planning and tracking tools.
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To get things moving, Team Members agree the decision problem or 
opportunity statement. 

that is…. They agree the few key questions that the decision 
makers need answered before they can make the decision. 

These questions fall into one of two categories:

Decisions or choices they can not decide between orDecisions, or choices, they can not decide between, or

Uncertainties, they are worried about, that make it difficult for them to 
choose. 
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Then, the Team Leader SOLICTS ISSUES from the Team and with their help 
CATEGORIZES them… as VALUES/OBJECTIVES, FACTS, DECISIONS, 
and UNCERTAINTIES.
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The Team categorizes the decisions to define the focus of the problem, the 
t ti b i d b t dtrue actions being debated:

There are GIVENS:  policies, made decisions, key assumptions

FOCUS DECISIONS that are “in play”, strategic decisions

And TACTICS of implementation, future or later decisions

The categorized decisions are often displayed in a Decision Hierarchy 
(triangle). 
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Once the ISSUES are properly CATEGORIZED, the Team must prepare a 
STRATEGY TABLE,

[click-1] extracting the FOCUS DECISIONS from the DECISION 
HIERARCHY.

[click-2]
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[click-2] The process of defining strategies within a STRATEGY TABLE is 
like picking out a meal from a menu… you have your courses, and

[click-3] your food options for each course
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Once you pick out the options for each element of a meal[click-4]

You can/should pick Distinctive Names for that MEAL/Strategy [click-5] i.e.,

– “Money Saver”, “Dream Dining”, “Total Hog Out”
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You can build many meals/strategies from a simple set of options… [click-6]

In analog, consider Field Development strategies or SHIP design for a firm 
wanting to develop a design for entering a new trade What sort of choices 
are there? Hull form (helm fwd?), materials, prime movers, props, etc.
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Once the various strategies for addressing the strategic decision-making 
challenge have been formed and named, the Team can delineate each 
strategic option by a DECISION & RISK TIMELINE.  The elements of each 
strategy… options, decisions, and uncertainty resolution stages are 
composed sequentially to generate these TIMELINES.

The Team will spend a good working session in composing and 
understanding these TIMELINES to ensure that each STRATEGIC OPTION 

k th TIMELINES l T M b tmakes sense… the TIMELINES can also open Team Members eyes to 
HYBRIDS of the STRATEGIC OPTIONS defined through the STRATEGY 
TABLE exercise.
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Once the TIMELINES have been agreed… it is time to prepare for modeling 
the economic impacts of the various options. 

[click] INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS have proven to be great tools for supporting 
the construction of ECONOMIC MODELS. 

Experts can help greatly in building the influence diagram andExperts can help greatly in building the influence diagram and 
the economic model… esp., assigning uncertainty ranges… BUT, take steps 
to avoid “narrow banding” on ranges of uncertainty!
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The DTRIO software is designed to support the steps to assess financial 
impacts of the competing options/strategies.

STEP 1: Economic models produce NPV calc’s

STEP 2: Sensitivities of the results are run to check their robustness; 
Tornado diagrams are excellent tools for building a quick understanding of 
what is driving the economic performance of these options.

STEP 3: Ranges for the inputs and possible outcome branches are modeledSTEP 3: Ranges for the inputs and possible outcome branches are modeled 
with Boolean trees to capture Uncertainties and, generate

STEP 4: Curves of distributions of the economic results.
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The NPV distribution curves can be compared to see which strategic option 
offers the most attractive NPV characteristics… Management may wish to 
consider more than just Expected Net Present Value, but downside & upside 
exposure, as well.

Still, how does the management balance the importance of 
ENPV versus the upside potential, or the down-side risks?  Do ENPV calc’s
fully characterize the Company’s ability survive through all stages of risk 

t li th j t d ENPV?exposure to realize the projected ENPV?

Teams and management have to be careful to ensure that a 
large Future Value does not obscure nearer term economic pitfalls.  Further, 
management may want to consider more than just what can be boiled down 
to economic projections.  In such cases, [click]
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Management may want to complement the D&RA work with 
th hanother approach.

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a 
structured technique for dealing with complex decisions [SOUND 
FAMILIAR?]. Rather than prescribing a "correct" decision, the 
AHP helps the decision makers find the one that best suits their 
needs and understanding of the problem. [click]
 Developed by Thomas L Saaty in the 1970s (I was trained Developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970s (I was trained 

by Saaty in the 90’s)
 Based on mathematics and psychology
 The AHP provides a comprehensive and rational framework 

for 
 Structuring a decision problem, for representing
 Quantifying its elements Quantifying its elements
 Relating those elements to overall goals
 Evaluating alternative solutions
[click]
It is used around the world in a wide variety of decision 

situations, in fields such as government, business, industry, 
healthcare and educationhealthcare, and education.
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Users of the AHP first decompose their decision problem into p p
a hierarchy of more easily comprehended sub-problems, 
each of which can be analyzed independently. The elements 
of the hierarchy can relate to any aspect of the decision 
problem—tangible or intangible, carefully measured or 
roughly estimated, well- or poorly-understood—anything at 
all that applies to the decision at handall that applies to the decision at hand.

[click]

[reference Wikipedia article on AHP]
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Once the hierarchy is built, the decision makers systematically y y y
evaluate its various elements by comparing them to one 
another two at a time… Pair-Wise Comparisons

[click-2] 

Starting with comparison of Criterion 1 to Criterion 2.
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Pair-Wise Comparisons are made using a numerical scale that p g
assigns Intensity ratings with respect to judgments that 
are/can be expressed Verbally… such as, I feel that “A” is 
Moderately More Important than (or Preferred to) “B”.  This 
scaling has been validated through extensive psychological 
and operations research… and allows synthesis of results 
through matrix algebrathrough matrix algebra.
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After Criterion 1 is compared to Criterion 2, it is also compared p p
to each of the remaining two criteria.
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After Criterion 1 has been compared to all three criteria, the p
relative Importance (or Preference) of all criteria to each 
other is established… however, for very sound reasons AHP 
forces the Team to make redundant comparisons… 
comparing C2 to C3 and C2 to C4… then C3 to C4.

It is possible that we will have some inconsistency as we make 
the redundant comparisons.  While some inconsistency can 
be value-adding in complex decisions, it is fortunate that the 
AHP provides a way of measuring that inconsistency… and, 
that ExpertChoice not only shows you which comparison is 
MOST INCONSISTENT, but even suggests a way to alterMOST INCONSISTENT, but even suggests a way to alter 
that judgment to reduce your inconsistency… This may be 
important if the inconsistency error value seems 
unacceptably high.
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Typically, when engineers approach selection process something like this 
d t t “ ti li ” th d i i th i ht thi f i t t iand want to “rationalize” the decision, they might go this far in structuring… 

then, they will make the classic mistake of simply attaching a proportional 
weight to each of the criteria… and, then, assigning a score to each of the 
options under each weighted criterion.  We don’t have time to go into this 
now… but, the weakness of this simple approach has been well documented 
in operational research… especially when compared to the pair-wise 
approach.
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As just introduced, each of the criteria should be compared 
i t h th ’d id COST SAFETY d th hagainst each other… so, we’d consider COST v. SAFETY and so on through 

the redundant comparisons… as seen in this table.  We’d first want to agree 
with whomever is making the decision with us (like a spouse or a brother-in-
law) whether A or B in the pair being compared is More Important [click]… 
and, then, we must decide how much more important it is… this is the 
INTENSITY. 
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We complete the comparisons for COST… then [click], SAFETY… then 
[ li k] STYLE[click], STYLE.
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Then, we could compare the preference we have each of the 
ti d h it i d th ft th i th lt toptions under each criteria… and, the software can synthesize the results to 

a final score… HOWEVER, perhaps, some of these high level criteria, like 
COST or CAPACITY, needs expansion to another level of detail [click].  The 
software easily lets you introduce up to 7 levels of criteria under the GOAL.
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[click] While the power of pair-wise comparisons is well-
d t d it’ th ti th t E t Ch i ’ ft l lldocumented, it’s worth noting that Expert Choice’s software also allows many 
ways to input data… including linking in results directly from DECISION & 
RISK ANALYSIS software… like DTrio!
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Expert Choice’s tools also facilitate synchronous and asynchronous 
interaction by team members from all over the globe.
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If all or a majority of team resources can be mustered for a meeting, possibly 
a net-meeting, then judgments can be entered individually… and, discussed 
and understood or altered live.  If some individual’s input is critical to a 
decision but unavailable at the meeting, their input and/or judgment can be 
incorporated when appropriate.

This individual can be polled for their input either with or w/o 
knowledge of what the other team members have provided.

This flexibility gives the Evaluation Team Manager an excellent 
means to manage the decision process.
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This simple AHP example indicates that Dick would be the preferred candidate.

 Sensitivities can be used to confirm the robustness of 
the selection
 What If Education were more important than 

Experience?
 What If Charisma was the most important quality?

ExpertChoice tools allow the team to dynamically test 
these sensitivities live with mathematical consistency of 
all other entered judgments.

Individual Evaluation Team and Decision Board members 
can see how much their sense of their individual HOT 
BUTTONS might skew the results… to see if their own 
biases make it worth challenging the recommendationbiases make it worth challenging the recommendation… 
in a very systematic way.

Perhaps, some unnecessarily stressful situations can be 
avoided in the Board Room!
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So, to recap, we can note that…

In critical times, it is important that:

 Decisions can be made efficiently and effectively

 Disciplined approaches be adopted to ensure quality decision 
making and results

 Accountability is managed through transparency & auditability

 P l bili d d d E l ti T id th Properly mobilized and resourced Evaluation Teams provide the 
desired results and enthusiasm for successful implementation

Modern methods and software enable the desired functionality

[CLICK]

Follow Up Opportunities?

We are available for 1hr “lunch & learns” for either D&RA or AHP or bothWe are available for 1hr lunch & learns  for either D&RA or AHP or both

Half-day course through SNAME with PDH’s (potential topics?)
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